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Introduction
Dr. William Miller is one of the most influential voices in the modern
treatment of alcohol and other drug problems. Following his education at
Lycoming College, the University of Wisconsin, and the University of
Oregon (PhD in 1976), Dr. Miller served as a professor of psychology and
psychiatry at the University of New Mexico for more than 30 years. In
addition to his teaching responsibilities, he has specialized throughout his
career on some of the most important research in recent decades on the
resolution of substance use disorders. His many studies evaluating the
effectiveness of addiction treatment served as a major catalyst to national
efforts to bridge the gap between scientific research and clinical practice in
addiction treatment. His pioneering work on motivational interviewing
similarly exerted a profound influence on the practice of addiction
counseling in the U.S. and throughout the world. Dr. Miller’s research on
family responses to alcohol problems, Alcoholics Anonymous, quantum
change experiences, and the interface between psychology and religion have
also been highly praised.
The many awards Dr. Miller has received and the high personal and
professional esteem with which he is regarded within the addictions field are
well-deserved. My own deep respect for Dr. Miller’s work prompted this
invitation to him to reflect on his career and share his thoughts about the
future of addiction treatment. Please join us in a most engaging discussion.
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Early Career
Bill White: Your undergraduate and graduate work in psychology spanned
the mid-1960s to the mid-1970s. How would you characterize the depth of
training related to alcohol and other drug problems and attitudes toward such
problems in departments of psychology during that era?
Bill Miller: In psychology, such training was non-existent at most
universities at that time. There were no courses offered, and I don’t
remember substance use disorders even being addressed in the mainstream
courses. I didn’t get a negative impression either – they were just absent. It
was as though this was a problem for specialists or other professions.
Bill White: You became involved in the study of alcohol problems at a time
few psychologists were specializing in this area. How did you come to
develop this central focus of your career?
Bill Miller: For a summer internship in 1973, I worked at the Veterans
Administration Hospital in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Jim Hart, the director of
training there, gave me free rein to look around the hospital and decide
where I would like to work and learn. The inpatient alcoholism unit there
was run by Bob [Robert G.] Hall, at a time when it was unusual for
psychologists to be in charge of such programs. Bob asked me what I knew
about alcoholism, and I told him “Nothing.” “Well,” he said, “this is the
second most common diagnosis you will see throughout your career. Come
work with us.” And I did. I read voraciously, learned about the behavioral
work of people like Alan Marlatt and Mark and Linda Sobell, but most of
all, I talked with the patients. Since I knew nothing about alcoholism, I put
on my best Carl Rogers listening hat, and they taught me. We talked about
how they had reached the spot they were in, what they were experiencing,
and what they hoped and planned for the road ahead. I enjoyed talking with
them, and always have liked working with people struggling with
alcohol/drug problems. It was like an instant chemistry.
Bill White: How would you characterize the state of addiction treatment
when you entered the field?
Bill Miller: It was pretty dismal. The state of the art was lecturing and
confronting people, as if they didn’t know themselves and were incapable of
perceiving reality. I read clinical descriptions of people with alcoholism as
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pathological liars, difficult, denying, resistive, and rife with stubborn
immature defenses. I thought that alcoholics in Milwaukee must be unusual
because those weren’t at all the people I had talked with. It was common
practice in the field at that time to get in people’s faces and yell at them.
There was “attack therapy” where a patient would be placed in the middle of
a circle while everyone around them screamed invectives at them. Someone
who broke a program rule might be required to wear a toilet seat around his
neck for a day or two. That wasn’t happening at the Milwaukee VA, but it
was common. You still run into this kind of thing occasionally, but at the
time, it was not only common but regarded as “the only language they can
understand.” Practices that would clearly constitute malpractice in the
treatment of virtually anything else in the DSM were regarded to be good
and therapeutic for alcoholics. It was unbelievable.
Evaluating the Effectiveness of Addiction Treatment
Bill White: You spent much of your early career and considerable time
since evaluating the effectiveness of addiction treatment. What are the
major conclusions you have drawn from this work?
Bill Miller: That substance use is behavior, subject to the same learning,
environmental, social, and cultural influences as any other behavior. Drugs
also have pharmacological effects, of course, but even severely dependent
people change or suspend their use in response to what’s happening around
them. Drug use is a choice. We certainly treat it as such within the legal
system; intoxication usually exacerbates rather than mitigates an offense.
With all the window-dressing of a “disease model,” people still ultimately
decide for themselves to continue or to abstain. “One day at a time” is a
decision. My colleague Frank Logan, the distinguished learning theorist
who himself suffered from alcoholism, said that one doesn’t need anything
more than an animal model to understand how human beings become
addicted, but there is no animal model for the kind of recovery that one sees
in AA. That requires the frontal cortex.
Bill White: You were among the first scientists to do a comparative
analysis of outcomes between inpatient and outpatient addiction treatment.
How would you characterize the field’s response to these findings?
Bill Miller: It varied from, “Of course, we knew that all along” from people
who did outpatient treatment, to outrage and denial from people invested in
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inpatient treatment. Residential treatment was a huge for-profit business in
the 1970s and ’80s, and commercials implied that it was the only possible
way to recover, but the emperor never did have clothes. There never was
evidence that residential treatment is more effective than receiving good
outpatient treatment at home in the community where ultimately you will
live your recovery. In Albuquerque, we were forced by funding cuts during
the Reagan administration to close either our public inpatient program,
which served a few hundred people a year, or our public outpatient program
that treated thousands per year. From a “greatest good for the greatest
number” perspective, the choice was easy, but we were concerned about our
more severely dependent patients. In fact, we found that we could safely
detoxify almost all of our patients on an ambulatory basis. We only
hospitalized them when there was some other reason that would in itself
warrant it – medical fragility, suicidality, and so forth.
Bill White: Project MATCH was historic in its scope and methodological
rigor. What do you think are the most important lessons learned from this
project?
Bill Miller: Humility. We had some of the best and brightest of the
nation’s clinician-scientists in the alcoholism field. We made our best guess
predictions about what kinds of people would do best in which types of
treatment, and most of our guesses were wrong. All three treatments also
yielded similar results, even though there were expectations that cognitivebehavior therapy in particular would be superior. A shorter treatment
(motivational enhancement therapy) was as effective overall as two longer
treatments (4 versus 12 sessions). It put a dent in the professional hubris
that “We know what is best for you.” People, including those with
alcohol/drug problems, have wisdom about themselves.
Bill White: There has been considerable interest in the role medications can
play in recovery from alcohol and other drug problems. What conclusions
have you drawn about this potential role?
Bill Miller: The clearest area of benefit is with opioid addiction.
Methadone was a breakthrough, and it is abundantly clear that heroindependent people fare far better when they are on methadone than when they
are not. Buprenorphine was another step forward. These maintenance
medications, which essentially substitute a more benign opioid for heroin,
have been a mainstay so far in managing opioid addiction. With alcohol and
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other drug problems, the contribution of medication is more modest.
Nicotine substitution is an effective aid in quitting smoking, but best when
used in combination with other supports. Naltrexone exerts a small effect
size in helping people reduce problematic drinking. The good news in
addiction treatment is that we now have a menu of evidence-based
alternatives to try. If one thing is not working, try something else, or a
combination of approaches.
Bill White: You have tried to communicate to the field the methods of
treatment that lack scientific support. What are some of the methods you
include in this category?
Bill Miller: Confrontational approaches. There is not a single positive
clinical trial of confrontational treatment. All of the evidence points to no
effect or harmful effect. Educational films and lectures. Alcohol/drug
problems don’t seem to be a knowledge deficit. The overwhelming weight
of clinical trial evidence is that lecturing people who have already developed
problems is a waste of time. Insight psychotherapy. Psychoanalysts long
ago decided that alcoholics weren’t good candidates for analysis, and that’s
how the clinical trial evidence looks. It’s not helpful to go searching for the
psychohistorical causes of alcohol/drug problems. And an incredible array
of inane, even cruel, treatments have been used for substance use disorders,
things that would be unthinkable for other DSM disorders. Most of these
have been justified on the assumption that people with addictions are
somehow different from normal people and need unusual treatment.
Bill White: I think one of your research interests that will be of great
interest to our readers is the relationship between therapeutic empathy and
treatment outcomes. Could you highlight the results of these studies?
Bill Miller: First, let me say what I mean by “empathy.” I don’t mean a
personality trait. I don’t mean having had similar experience. It is very
clear that a personal history of recovery from addiction doesn’t in itself
make you a more or a less effective counselor. We don’t apply that standard
in any other DSM condition. Trying to treat others too early in one’s own
recovery can be dicey, but beyond that, the counselor’s recovery status just
doesn’t affect treatment outcomes. What I mean by empathy is the
therapeutic skill described by Carl Rogers, the ability to listen well to
people, understand what they mean, and reflect it back to them in a way that
helps them keep exploring. It is the opposite of an expert model, that “I’m
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going to fix you.” It is a respectful, hopeful, engaged kind of listening that
brings out the best in people. It’s not an easy skill. People who are good at
it make it look easy, but it takes time to master. That kind of empathy is the
strongest known predictor of effectiveness in treating addictions, far more
than years of experience or education, personality variables, or recovery
status. In the first study [Miller, Taylor, & West, 1980] in which we
systematically measured empathy, I was astounded by what we found. We
could predict from counselors’ empathic skill level alone how much their
clients would be drinking up to two years later. The more empathic the
counselor, the better their clients’ outcomes, and this was with clients
randomly assigned to counselors. This effect was far larger than the
differences between various kinds of treatment. Steve Valle [1981] found
the same thing.
Bill White: One of the sacred cows you have challenged is the belief in the
need for confrontation in addiction counseling. Could you summarize the
studies that led to your opposition to such techniques?
Bill Miller: In simplest form, the more you confront, the more you evoke
client defensiveness and resistance, which in turn predicts lack of change.
Both correlational and experimental studies have shown clearly that more
confrontational counseling yields greater resistance, and that’s not only true
in addiction treatment. Jerry (Gerald R.) Patterson showed the same thing in
family therapy in the 1980s. In one of our own studies [Miller, Benefield, &
Tonigan, 1993], we could predict the amount that clients would be drinking
from a single therapist behavior: the more the counselor confronted, the
more the client drank. And as I mentioned before, controlled clinical trials
of confrontational approaches are overwhelmingly negative.
Evaluating Alcoholics Anonymous
Bill White: Your work has included studies evaluating the influence of
Alcoholics Anonymous on recovery outcomes. What have you concluded
from these studies?
Bill Miller: It’s hard to do true experiments with AA because it is freely
available to anyone, but the correlational evidence is rather consistent.
People who not only attend but get involved in AA are more likely to stay
sober. In a way, it parallels the research on methadone and heroin use:
people in AA generally fare better. It’s a prospective finding: AA
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involvement at Time 1 predicts sobriety at Time 2, whereas the reverse is
not necessarily true – Sobriety at Time 1 doesn’t “cause” AA involvement at
Time 2. There is a common belief that people who discontinue attending
AA are doomed to relapse, but our research says that isn’t necessarily so.
Some people seem to internalize the 12-Step program and continue to live it
even if they are not attending meetings regularly.
Bill White: In a seminal 1994 article published in the Journal of Studies on
Alcohol, you and Ernie Kurtz outlined several public and professional
misconceptions of AA. To what extent do these misconceptions continue
today?
Bill Miller: I think it is still the case that people mix up AA with all kinds of
things that were not part of Bill W.’s wisdom: confrontation, the disease
model as invented by the treatment industry, denial, and an anti-scientific
attitude. Original AA was very open to all kinds of “causes” of alcoholism
and did not endorse any particular etiology. It was not about theory, it was
about helping alcoholics. As I read Bill W.’s “Working with Others,” it
sounds to me a great deal like motivational interviewing – a patient, loving,
accepting attitude not at all like in-your-face confrontation. Bill W.
encouraged AA members to be involved in research and was open to
whatever might be helpful to alcoholics. What was allegedly “12-step
treatment” turned into something entirely different.
Bill White: There have been numerous secular and explicitly religious
mutual aid alternatives to AA that have developed over the past 35 years.
Do you see these as positive developments in the history of responses to
alcohol and other drug problems?
Bill Miller: Mostly, it’s too early to say. We know a lot from research
about AA, but very little about other mutual aid groups. When I was
directing our public addiction treatment program here, we were open to
trying new things, but only if we were also collecting outcome data that
would tell us what was happening. It is easy to convince ourselves of our
own beliefs. Innovation should be encouraged in addiction treatment, but
not in the absence of data as a check and balance on our natural biases that
we’re doing a good job.
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Sustained Meditation on Motivation
Bill White: If there is a central theme in your career, it may well be the
subject of how people with AOD problems initiate and sustain resolutions of
those problems. What lessons have you learned about the role of motivation
in addiction treatment and recovery that would be most important to front
line addiction counselors?
Bill Miller: Recovery is all about motivation. So is addiction. When you’re
trying to help someone let go of a drug, you are competing with a powerful
and long-practiced reinforcer. People change when they see an alternative
that is better. Just quitting is a small part of recovery, and in a way, the easy
part. Many people, as Mark Twain quipped, have done it dozens of times.
Depending on the drug and level of dependence, the detox process can be
tough, but the really challenging part comes after that. You have to decide
that you will do it – not necessarily that you want to, but that you will. That
insight was encapsulated in the belief (incorrect, in retrospect) that people
with addictions have to “hit bottom” and suffer enough before they can get
better. With that belief, we once told patients, “Go away and come back
when you’re motivated” – again something we’d be unlikely to do in
treating depression, schizophrenia, diabetes, or heart disease. It’s not that
people need to suffer severely; it’s that they need to decide. That’s what we
developed motivational interviewing to help with.
Bill White: Could you share the story of how you came to develop
motivational interviewing?
Bill Miller: It was completely unplanned and unanticipated. I was working
at an alcoholism clinic in Norway and lecturing on cognitive-behavioral
treatment methods. During my stay, I met every second week or so with a
group of bright young psychologists who were working there, many of them
recently graduated. They would role-play clients they were seeing who
posed challenges for them, and I demonstrated how I might respond. As I
did so, they stopped me frequently to ask what I was thinking, why I had
said what I did, where I was going, and so on. In so doing, they caused me
to verbalize some decision rules and principles that I was using without
being consciously aware of them. One general principle was that it should
be the client and not the counselor who voices the arguments for change. I
asked questions and used reflective listening in a way that evoked these
arguments – the person’s own motivations for change. I wrote a simple
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description of what we were learning, which was published in 1983, and to
my surprise, it took off like a rocket. I began doing research to see if this
approach works and if so, why. Seven years later in Australia, I met Steve
Rollnick, who had been using and teaching motivational interviewing in
addiction treatment programs in the United Kingdom. We began
collaborating, starting with the first edition of our book in 1991.
Bill White: What do you see as the future of MI and related clinical
technologies?
Bill Miller: I’m not sure it’s a “technology” as much as a way of being with
people. We designed it to help people who need to make a change in their
lives and are ambivalent about doing so. That’s a central issue in addiction,
but it also turns out to be a common human dilemma. It spread next into
healthcare, where people with chronic diseases often know what they need
to do to be healthy but have trouble getting themselves to do it. Then it
started being adopted in corrections, then mental health and social work, and
more recently in fields like dentistry, physical rehabilitation, and education.
The idea that we can help people find their own motivation for change seems
to be catching on, and to be applicable across a wide range of fields. A
challenge is that although motivational interviewing is simple in a way, it is
not easy to learn quickly. You don’t master it by reading about it or taking a
workshop. For most people, at least, it takes some coaching and feedback
from observed practice over time.
Bill White: What about the community reinforcement approach that you’ve
been involved with? What is that about?
Bill Miller: It also has a simple philosophy: that in order to be stable,
sobriety needs to be more rewarding than drug use. As a society, we have
focused a lot on punishing drug use and making life more unpleasant for,
even imprisoning, alcohol/drug users. It’s as if we believe, “If you can just
make people feel bad enough, then they will change.” I am convinced that
you can’t punish addiction away. If suffering cured addiction, there
wouldn’t be any. Most of the people I see have suffered plenty and feel
terrible about themselves. You need something positive to move toward. I
had the good fortune of meeting and working with Bob [Robert J.] Meyers,
who taught me CRA and later developed CRAFT. CRA seeks to make
alcohol/drug use less rewarding – to interfere with its positive outcomes and
allow its natural negative consequences to occur – but more importantly to
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help the person get positive reinforcement from non-drug activities. This
includes employment, since unemployment is a major predictor of return to
alcohol/drug use. But it also includes getting involved in the natural
rewarding activities of life in a community. Every clinical trial of CRA to
date has been positive.
Bill White: And what about CRAFT? What is that?
Bill Miller: It’s community reinforcement and family training, a natural
extension of CRA. Bob developed it, and we tested it in response to a
problem posed by clinical staff at CASAA. “We get these telephone calls
from desperate family members who have a loved one using alcohol or
drugs, stealing from them, deteriorating, and refusing to get help. What
should we tell them?” Sometimes the caller was told that there was nothing
to be done until the person was ready to come in. Sometimes they were
referred to Al-Anon or for an “intervention” as developed by the Johnson
Institute – and illustrated by that dreadful cable TV show “Intervention.”
We designed a study in which such callers were always invited to come in
for help, and they were randomly assigned to one of three conditions: (1) to
be introduced to Al-Anon and helped to get involved; (2) to prepare for a
Johnson Institute-style intervention; or (3) to be given CRAFT, which
teaches the family how to encourage sobriety, discourage use, and act when
there is an open window of readiness. All three treatments were offered by
staff who were trained and believed in the approach. We got large
differences in the rate of engaging the “unmotivated” loved one in treatment:
about two thirds of those in the CRAFT condition engaged their loved in
treatment within a couple of months, over twice the rate found in the
Johnson intervention, and far more than in the Al-Anon condition. That
finding of roughly two-thirds engagement has now been replicated by
several other groups, including in other countries.
Bill White: I think one of the most fascinating areas of your research has
been your work on the phenomenon of quantum or transformational change.
Could you highlight some of the findings of this work?
Bill Miller: I started out to find out whether these things really happen,
whether people really do change substantially and permanently overnight
like Ebenezer Scrooge. The answer to that question was an unambiguous
“Yes.” It was not difficult to find people who had had such lifetransforming experiences, often of a mystical nature, and profoundly
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benevolent. Though before the experience they were just as varied as human
beings can be, afterward they looked more similar. They had a deep
peacefulness about them, clarity about values and priorities, a sense of
meaning. None of them thought they had done it themselves. They felt
changed by something beyond them, an insight or again a mystical
experience. They were fascinated to learn that this kind of thing happened
to other people, because for the most part, they had told no one or very few
people about it. Most of them also knew at that moment that they had gone
through a one-way door. They were not afraid of lapsing back; it was not
“white knuckle” change. Like Scrooge, they were new people and knew that
they would never be the same again. Most of these, by the way, had nothing
to do with substance use. You hear stories like this in AA, but they happen
all the time to all kinds of people.
Bill White: Transformational change experiences can be quite disorganizing
and sometimes resemble acute psychiatric conditions. How can the
addictions counselor distinguish these two states?
Bill Miller: Some of the firsthand accounts do sound crazy, which is one
reason that people keep it to themselves. These are unusual, powerful,
memorable events clearly out of the normal range of experience. The
benevolence of outcome is certainly one difference. These people were
grateful for the experience, and felt changed in very positive ways. Some
heard a message “as if” someone were speaking to them, but not like an
auditory or visual hallucination. For some, the experience was decades
before, and we did do a ten-year follow-up after the initial interview. These
were for the most part healthy, happy, peaceful, well-functioning people,
some of them despite substantial hardships. I would say just to listen and be
open to the fact that such experiences do not necessarily mean that the
person has a major mental disorder! Mystical experiences have been
described throughout history, and these quantum changes are more common
than one might imagine.
Spirituality, Religion, and Addiction Recovery
Bill White: You have been very interested in the role of religious and
spiritual experience in addiction recovery and have conducted studies to
evaluate this potential relationship. What have you concluded from these
studies?
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Bill Miller: My interest has been more broadly in the interface of
psychology and religion. The discipline of psychology became very isolated
from, even hostile to, the spiritual/religious side of human nature during the
20th century. That’s peculiar because psychology’s roots lie in philosophy
and theology, and spirituality has always been a significant part of human
experience. Perhaps psychology had to go through its adolescent rebellion
and say, “I am NOT NOT NOT like my parents!” It was perfectly natural
for William James to explore The Varieties of Religious Experience, but by
the time I was trained, it was almost taboo to be interested in this part of
human nature. In the addiction field, though, spirituality continued to be
regarded as important, especially through the influence of AA. Scott
Tonigan here at CASAA has done more research on this than I – the role of
spirituality and meaning in stable recovery. I did do what may have been the
first randomized trial of spiritual direction – in any field, but in this case,
with people coming out of detox in an inpatient program. We found
absolutely no benefit, and in retrospect, I think the study was naïve in
assuming that spirituality is something you could instill in a short clinical
trial. Prayer and meditation appear at Step 11, and these folks were just out
of detox, for heaven’s sake! Spiritual direction is probably more appropriate
after a year of sobriety. We were trying to work up at the top of Maslow’s
hierarchy of needs, and these people were worried about basic needs like
food and safety.
Moderated Resolution of Drinking Problems
Bill White: Over the course of your career, you explored the highly
controversial issue of moderation approaches to the resolution of alcohol
problems. What conclusions have you drawn about the viability of such
approaches and for whom they are most appropriate?
Bill Miller: What was once heresy has become mainstream. Primary care
physicians are now encouraged by NIAAA to do routine screening for heavy
drinking and encourage patients to reduce their drinking into low-risk range.
It always made sense, but we were hung up on the idea that “alcoholics” (for
which the bar was set very low) are incapable of moderation. What we
found was interesting. People who had less severe problems and
dependence were the ones who tended to be successful in maintaining stable
problem-free moderation, and were more likely to do that than to abstain.
Over time, those with more severe symptoms tended to choose abstinence.
It wasn’t, however, because they tried moderation and failed. Rather, the
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usual experience was that they maintained moderation for a while and found
either that it was very difficult (“I feel like I’m walking on a tightrope and
could fall off at any time”), not worth it (“What’s the point in drinking so
little?”), or both. The experience of trying moderation persuaded them to
abstain, not because they couldn’t do it, but because they tried it and didn’t
like it. We found a severity level above which no one succeeded in
maintaining moderation, and we published these guidelines early in
Controlling Your Drinking, the self-help book that came out of our earliest
studies. The bottom line: for people with less severe problems, stable
moderation is probably more likely than stable abstinence; people with more
severe problems are more likely to abstain in the long run, and a supportive
trial with moderation may help them realize that, an approach I’ve called,
tongue-in-cheek, quitting “warm turkey.”
Bill White: Do you see a day when the addiction treatment field will have
models of intervention to address the whole spectrum of AOD problem
severity rather than just the most severe, complex, and chronic of such
problems?
Bill Miller: We’re already there. We have the methods to help people at
lower severity. We just haven’t had the right delivery system. Specialist
addiction treatment programs haven’t attracted people with lower severity,
and that’s why both NIAAA and NIDA are looking to primary care as a
place for screening, brief intervention, and referral. You need to go where
these people show up – in health care, social services, and corrections – and
intervene there. As with most chronic conditions, early intervention is
usually easier and less costly than waiting until problems become severe, but
you can’t use the same severe-dependence models to intervene.
Bill White: You’ve also had an unconventional perspective on relapse.
Talk about that.
Bill Miller: Well, it’s a term borrowed from medicine, but in our field, it
takes on very pejorative, shaming overtones. When you’ve “relapsed,” it’s
pretty clear you’ve done something bad and it’s your own fault. When a
person with hypertension or diabetes winds up in the emergency room, we
don’t typically say they have relapsed. Recurrences of symptoms are normal
in chronic diseases, and managing those is what long-term care is all about.
Even though we have talked about addiction as a chronic illness, we have
treated it like an acute illness that could be cured with an episode of
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treatment. If symptoms recur, we blame the patient for relapsing. In
addition to that moralistic overtone, the very term “relapse” implies that
there are only two possible states: “clean” and “dirty,” “sober” and
“relapsed.” Ironically, the very concept of “relapse” implies the black-andwhite thinking that “relapse prevention” is meant to undo. If you use, you
have “relapsed,” are no longer in recovery, and the clock starts over.
Outcome data just don’t look like that. In a multisite study where we wanted
to predict “relapse,” we had a hard time defining it. How bad does a “lapse”
have to be before it becomes a “relapse”? How many days of drinking are
required, or does any drink do it? Is there an amount threshold, and should it
be indexed to body weight? How many days do people have to be “good”
before their next use qualifies as a relapse? Actual outcome data show high
variability in the length, spacing, and severity of use and symptoms during
the course of recovery. In good recovery with a chronic condition, episodes
of symptoms become shorter, less severe, and more widely spaced.
Perfection is the exception. I’m pretty good about managing my diabetes,
and when I go in for a check-up at the teaching hospital, the doctor often
brings in a medical student to see a “compliant” patient because it’s unusual.
We’ve made far too much of “relapse” in this field. In writing Treating
Addiction, it was a discipline to replace the idea of “relapse” – not with
euphemisms, but with a different way of thinking about maintenance and
recovery.
Working with Families
Bill White: Another of your areas of interest is how to support families
impacted by AOD problems. Your work challenged conventional wisdom
about the best ways for families to respond to such problems. Could you
summarize what you discovered through these studies?
Bill Miller: We’ve done a tremendous disservice to families in this field. In
the heyday of psychodynamic conceptions, there were theories of “alcoholic
wives” who needed their husbands to keep drinking. This morphed into
certain family systems theories that whole families need to keep alcoholics
in their place and would actively resist recovery by sabotaging it. Long ago,
Joan Jackson (1954) pointed out that what is interpreted as spouse or family
pathology is an understandable adaptation to the course of addiction, normal
survival responses. Yet we have pathologized it. In Treating Addiction, I
tell the story of a young woman who responded to a treatment request to
come to “family night” to support her father’s recovery from alcoholism,
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which he had developed well after she had left the home. She was
surrounded by staff who told her that she had the disease of co-dependence
by virtue of being a family member, and that she herself needed treatment to
keep from dying or going insane. I assured her that they were crazy, not she.
There is no such mental disorder as codependence. It was proposed for
inclusion in the DSM, and the APA rejected it for lack of evidence. All of
these concepts of the spouse or family as the source of pathology are based
on anecdotes, not science. They are self-fulfilling prophecies.
Bill White: So, how do we help families then?
Bill Miller: Without question, families suffer and deserve help. They
become depressed, distressed, develop physical symptoms, and feel hopeless
and isolated. What we found in our CRAFT research was that receiving any
of the three treatments resulted in substantial improvement for the family
members themselves. They needed help, hope, and support. The difference
was the CRAFT was actually likely to get the loved one into treatment.
Unfortunately, many systems will not reimburse for treating significant
others; only for having the alcohol/drug user in the room. It is quite possible
to treat family members without the identified patient being present, and to
do unilateral family therapy through them, as happens in CRAFT.
Reflections on Research to Practice
Bill White: You have been quite involved in bridging the gap between
scientific research and clinical practice in the addiction treatment arena.
What have we as a field learned through efforts in this area?
Bill Miller: The fact is that we have not been required to use evidencebased treatment methods in the addiction field. That’s a relatively new idea.
When we go to our doctor, we expect that he or she keeps up with medical
research and will provide us with the latest, most effective form of treatment
for what ails us, but that has not been the standard in behavioral health care.
For a long time, we providers could offer whatever happened to come into
our heads and get paid for it. Now there are increasing requirements to offer
treatment for which there is reasonable scientific evidence of efficacy.
Imagine that! But it’s no simple matter. What constitutes sufficient
evidence? In initial efforts like NREPP, the bar has been set so incredibly
low that only one or two positive studies qualify a treatment as “evidencebased” even if there are a host of negative trials. The result is a perplexing
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list of dozens of treatments that are “evidence-based.” Imagine if you had
cancer and were given a list of five dozen treatments from which to choose,
or if your doctor could just pick any one from the list as good enough! Carl
Sagan observed that regarding all ideas as having equal merit is equivalent
to regarding no ideas as having any merit. Beyond that, it can be very
difficult to audit evidence-based treatment, most of which occurs behind
closed doors. Without reasonable audit, the requirement is only to say that
you are delivering evidence-based treatment. What training has the provider
had to deliver it? What standards of practice has the counselor met
demonstrating his or her competence to deliver this treatment? And how do
we know that the provider, even if trained, is actually doing it?
Bill White: What advice would you offer front line addiction counselors to
improve their effectiveness in supporting those they serve through the
processes of recovery initiation and long-term recovery maintenance?
Bill Miller: Most all professions have continuing education requirements,
precisely because knowledge continues to advance after one’s initial
training. Ten years out, you can be a dinosaur. Surveys show that most
addiction treatment staff are very open, even eager, to learn new approaches
if they really are more effective and will help their patients have better
outcomes. Unfortunately, there is often little practical support for training.
It takes time and money to learn a new complex skill. We have also found
that the dominant model for continuing professional education – going to a
workshop – is terribly ineffective and usually has no impact on practice.
Think about how much you could learn about playing a sport, flying an
airplane, or playing a musical instrument by sitting in a workshop. We learn
complex skills by being with someone who is more skilled at it than we are,
having them watch us practice and give us feedback and coaching. Skills
are learned over time with feedback and coaching. That means opening
one’s practice to observation – something common in medicine but rare in
addiction treatment so far. One would never hire a piano teacher and say,
“don’t listen to me,” or a golf coach and say, “don’t watch me.” Sure, it’s
scary at first to be observed and expect feedback. It’s the Rorschach
projective test in learning, bringing out our worst fears of inadequacy. Good
coaching or supervision can get you through that quickly, and can become
the most fun part of a work week. And I just have to add: Build your skill in
accurate empathy, in reflective listening. It improves client engagement,
retention, working alliance, and outcomes.
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Future of Addiction Treatment
Bill White: What do you think are the most important next steps in
improving the quality of addiction treatment in the United States?
Bill Miller: We have to work out how to help providers learn and adopt
innovations. The systems that we have in place for continuing professional
education are woefully inadequate. I think we’ve had disrespectfully low
expectations of addiction treatment – disrespectful both for clients and for
counselors. Tom McLellan tells of a newspaper ad: “Addiction counselor
wanted; no experience necessary.” For what other life-threatening condition
would there be such an ad? Professionals who treat addiction deserve at
least the same pay, respect, education, training, and ongoing support
afforded to those who treat other behavioral health problems. I think we
also need to come out of the closet with our practice – to eagerly form
learning communities, listen to each other’s practice, welcome feedback and
coaching, and work together for quality improvement. Scott Miller’s system
to ask for clients’ feedback is another good example of effective practice
improvement. We can do better than we’ve done. Most of us work in a
feedback vacuum, and no one learns without reliable feedback. It’s like
target practice in the dark. No wonder there is no relationship between years
of experience and effectiveness – one of the most replicated findings in
behavioral health.
Bill White: There is a growing effort to integrate addiction treatment with
mental health and primary health care. Do you see this as a positive step?
Bill Miller: Very positive. Most people with addiction problems never
come into contact with specialist programs, in part because of
stigmatization. Those who do, tend to be at the upper end of severity. But
most people with alcohol/drug problems do go for health care – actually at a
higher rate than other people do – and come into contact with social
services, welfare, and correctional agencies. That’s where the people are.
Try to refer them out to a specialist program, and most will never get there.
But there is abundant evidence that even relatively brief interventions can
have a positive outcome, particularly with lower-severity people – brief
enough to be compatible with primary care, social services, employee
assistance programs, pastoral care, pharmacy, dentistry, and such. Treat
them where they are! Beyond brief interventions by the regular providers of
these services, it also makes sense to co-locate behavioral health providers in
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primary care and social service agencies. If you only have to walk (or be
walked) down the hall, you’re more likely to get there. The isolation of
addiction specialists, often far from other health care and mental health
facilities, has been a substantial obstacle to a continuum of care.
Personal Legacy
Bill White: What aspect of your work in this field over the past four
decades has been most fulfilling?
Bill Miller: If I’ve made a contribution, I hope it has been to humanizing
care. A respectful, listening, empathic style of counseling was radical, even
demeaned, at the time I entered the addiction field. The situation was
similar, in a way, to how we regard and treat offenders now. “Bedside
manner” is a familiar concept in health care, but one that is often given very
low priority in medical training. My own data have led me back to a clientcentered, person-to-person approach not just because it’s kind, but because it
is actually more effective in facilitating change. We have imagined that we
professionals hold the answers to our clients’ life problems. The longer I
work, the more I realize that it is our clients who hold the answers, and our
job is to provide the light and water needed for them to bloom. Perhaps it’s
like the work of a midwife. We don’t provide the baby; we just help to bring
it out into the light and air of day. I also think, despite the evidence, that the
most important work I have done may be those beginning scratches at the
phenomenon of quantum change. It was certainly the most rewarding study
I ever did, and it strengthened my hope in the profound ability of human
beings to change, sometimes quickly and dramatically.
Bill White: What do you hope will be the most important legacy you leave
the field?
Bill Miller: Perhaps I have reminded our field of the wisdom of Carl
Rogers, the hopeful and radically accepting spirit of his approach.
Motivational interviewing is very much an evolution from client-centered
counseling and patient-centered medicine. It is a great regret that I never got
to meet Carl Rogers and learn from him directly, but I have stood on his
Midwestern shoulders. He pioneered a very different way of working that
did not emphasize being the expert who assesses and solves other peoples’
problems. He trusted and respected the wisdom of each person to find his or
her way and was a supportive (and quite expert) companion on that journey.
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This is not to leave people to their own devices – a distressing trend in
current politics – and without help. People often do not need as much
professional help as we imagine they do, but I am certainly left, after my
work, with a sobering awareness of how much difference it makes, what I do
and say when I sit down with someone. Counseling and psychotherapy are
nothing to take lightly. It matters greatly what we do, and we can make a
real difference, particularly when working in a life-and-death field like
addiction treatment.
Bill White: Dr. Miller, thank you for this interview and for all you have
done for our field and those it serves.
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